Re-opening of Goa for tourists
Guidelines and Regulations

Goa is reopening for tourists starting from 02/Jul/2020.

Before the travel

1. **Pick-up your hotel** Pre-booking is mandatory to enter Goa. Only hotels with the highest safety and hygiene standards are open.
   To access the list of accommodations permitted by Department of Tourism: www.goatourism.gov.in and www.goa-tourism.com

2. **Fill up a self-declaration form** to help us keep you safe.
   The form will be available at the pre-booked accommodation unit

3. **Quarantine upon arrival in Goa is not required.**
   - **Option A:** carry a Covid-19 negative certificate issued in last 48h (in this case, no extra test needed in Goa)
   - **Option B:** get tested in Goa, at your own cost, at state entry point.
     Pay the test fees online or at state entry point.

Travel

- **By road:** Dodamarg, Patradevi, Keri, Mollem, Pollem
- **By air:** Dabolim International Airport
- **By train:** Madgaon, Thivim, Vasco da Gama

Upon arrival

4. **Go to the tourism kiosk at respective entry point.** All tourists will undergo a basic screening through a thermal Gun.

5. **Get your mandatory documents checked at the tourism kiosk** (see 1, 2, 3)

6. **Your swab sample will be collected at the state entry point.** If you carry a Covid negative certificate from your port of origin, you can skip step 7 and 8.

7. **Go to your accommodation for check-in.** You will stay in isolation until the result comes (not applicable in case you are carrying a COVID-19 negative certificate)

8. **Your result will come after 1 or 2 days.** If negative, you can stay Goa. If positive, you will go to institutional quarantine.

Welcome to Goa! Stay safe and enjoy!